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According to its statutes, the association has the following objectives which constitute 
its educational project:

- To facilitate and develop the teaching, study, research and approach to the marine 
world.;
- To enable the discovery of all activities linked to the marine world;
- To raise awareness of the general public of the major problems of the Sea;
- The initiation, the formation and the practice of physical and sports activities 
related to the sea and the littoral coast. 

The Centre de Découverte du Monde Marin 

CDMM’s educational objectives :

At the beginning of 1991, after numerous dives throughout the summer of 1990, and 
fascinated by the beauty and the rich biodiversity of the seabed, a group of divers decided 
to create the « Centre de Découverte du Monde Marin » to facilitate and develop teaching, 
study and research of, and approach to, the marine world, both in and on the water and 
along the coast. This was entirely new. For the first time, an association was created to 
study the entire habitat of the underwater world. “Discover, understand, love and protect” 
was to be the motto of CDMM. 

An essential vocation of CDMM (which was to become one of its core projects) was : the 
education of young people, the objectives are the discovery and acquisition of scientific 
knowledge for the preservation of the marine environment and sustainable development. 
It is necessary to make to make the individual aware of the direct and indirect links, 
integration and involvement in the natural environment. It is important to make him a 
privileged participant in the marine world through knowledge. 

One of the unique objectives of the Centre is the discovery of the environment through 
sporting activities such as sailing, sea kayak, snorkelling and scuba diving. This is how the 
flora and fauna become accessible to all who wish to discover the secrets of the sea and 
the coastal areas in light sailing crafts, etc.

CDMM also has a strong team of volunteers who are involved in activities to preserve 
the marine environment by offering field trips, walks, tours of ships and laboratories, 
and monthly conferences on all major topics involving the sea. The association has a 
permanent staff, currently consisting of 10 employees. They frequently organise events 
such as environmental awareness days and various exhibitions.

To Discover, to Understand, to Love, to Protect



Since 1999, a team of employees who come from different additional qualifications, 
develops the 6 poles of the structure:

- Education of young to the environment and to sustainable development : in schools 
(from primary school to secondary schools), in hospital setting, inside its leisure centre or 
in others centres;

- Public raising awareness : campaigns, manifestations, outings, conferences, round tables;

- Professional trainings as initial or continue trainings : workshops, thematic lectures, BP APT;

- Providing advice, expertise, environmental management (decision support, prospective 
global, observation, territory environmental diagnosis, Agenda 21, charters, centre 
Ecohérent);

- Coordination and animation of the Euro-Mediterranean Network : annual meetings, 
knowledge pooling, field actions of the SD education actors in Mediterranean;

- Conception and implementation of information devices and pedagogic tools : kits, 
booklets, methodological guides, CD-ROM, exhibitions…;

Each year, numerous educative projects are deployed for everyone (large public, 
disadvantaged, in difficulties, needed people, infirm), everywhere (in schools, nautical 
base, hospital setting, retirement houses, natural environment), at all stage of life (nursery 
to senior activities), all the time (from scholar time to professional environment and 
to the leisures), from local to Eu-mediterranean (from Nice harbour to Mediterranean 
region).

One of the specificities of the association is to use sport as a medium for exploring 
the environment and, in particular, nautical activities (sailing, sea kayaking, snorkeling, 
scuba diving). This is the specific choice of the association to enable young people to 

discover the sea in different ways.

This discovery awakes the curiosity of  young people and allows them, bit by bit, to 
achieve an understanding of their environment. With each sporting activity, young 
people emerge with improved techniques, a sense of teamwork with their peers and 
a new universe in which they will recognize their new experiences.

Action of CDMM :
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Membership network :

- International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
- Réseau mer
- Réseau Culture Science
- Union Française des Océanographes 
- Réseau Santé Environnement PACA

Lecture and Prizes :

-  The label «Merci dit la planète» of the Ministry of environment  obtained in 2001 for summer activities; 
-  «1000 Défis pour ma planète» regularly the CDMM obtained the price : «1000 défis pour ma planète» 
awarded by the DIREN, with a lot of other prices for this activities for the youth;
-  The label «BIO +» (Obtained in 2001)  This table certifies that the Centre de Découverte du Monde Marin 
develop real naturalistic approach, in terms of awareness, beginner or advanced;
-  The trophy «Plan Climat-Energie 06» in the «Sustainable planning» category. 

Approvals :

The association is approved:
-  Protection of the environment  in the Alpes-Maritimes;
-  Additional activities for Public Education;
-  Youth and Education Popular.

The CDMM is declared «Accueil collectif de mineurs» by Departmental direction of social Cohesion.



To meet its objectives, the Association’s activities are structured in the following divisions:

- “Members”: outings, monthly conferences and site visits;

- “Animation”: activities and entertainments during school period or after school, during 
holidays or on Wednesdays for young people (7-16 years). In this division, pedagogic tools 
are created;

- “Euro-Mediterranean Network” in its role as the steering committee of network operations 
-with the Annual Meeting of the Young and Mediterranean Meetings - environmental 
actions of the association;

- “Training” for specialized or novice adult public. These trainings offer short or long courses 
mainly oriented towards the discovery of the marine environment and the creation of 
environmental educational projects. CDMM is accredited as a training organisation by the 
Departmental Directorate of Labour and participates in the train of BPJEPS APT with UFCV 
to prepare tomorrow’s sportive trainers. Sessions about SD takes place twice a year under 
the partnership with PLIE (local plan for integration and employment) for long-term job 
seekers;

- “Sustainable Development” division offers to support EESD approaches for leisure 
centres to help them to become an “Ecoherent” centre;

- “Expertise and advice on the environment”;

- “General management, and secretariat”;

- “Communication”. Throughout the year, this division is responsible in disseminating the 
values of the association and in organising free access conferences for the public.

The Centre for the Discovery of Marine world is a multidisciplinary team, each-one 
carrying particular and complementary skills.

CDMM team
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The aim of the annual meetings of the young and Mediterranean is to develop and 
sustain a Euro-Mediterranean network of environmental education by promoting 
cooperation between countries through meetings, and the use of new technologies to 
enable communication throughout the year.

The Euro-Mediterranean offers :

- Preparation of an area of observation, exchange of experiences and best practices around 
the Mediterranean;
- Network sustainability of actors in environmental education and sustainable development 
in the Mediterranean;
- Development of physical exchanges and shared projects;
- Development of the Young and Mediterranean Meetings’ activities.

Each year to achieve objectives, means are implemented :

- The opening of a broad discussion during workshops, focused on the problems of the 
Mediterranean countries, on how to communicate and work together better;

- An inventory of the Mediterranean basin as seen and felt by the participating scientific 
associations;

- A real annual focus on the actions brought about to date;

- The valuation of actions implemented by the various Mediterranean countries in the 
context of environmental protection;

- The sharing of experiences in the field of environmental management;

- The dialogue between researchers and practitioners engaged in environmental 
education;

- The transmission from the numerous exchanges with children, schools and young 
people in the Alpes-Maritimes, the knowledge of the other, cultural exchange and the 
possibility of maintaining and strengthening these relationships.

In this context, the workshops and an exhibition of the work undertaken during the 
year by the schoolchildren and the young people in Mediterranean countries are 
organised during the Annual Forum. The goal is to develop these relationships and 
foster exchanges throughout the year.

The mobilisation is to propose actions for a sustainable development in an equitable, 
fair and re-sponsible world (Planet’ERE).

Young and Mediterranean Meetings
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Citadel of Villefranche-sur-Mer

Tuesday 7th November :

17h00 : Delegations welcoming, distribution of the badges and gift bags

17h30 : CDMM, Euro-Mediterranean Network and conference program presentations for 
the new members and round table of the participants

18h30 - 20h00 : Welcoming cocktail

Wednesday 8th November :

9h30 : Official opening of the 18th Young and Mediterranean Meetings

10h30 – 12h00 : Experts presentations under the Ecotourism in the Mediterranean theme

12h00 - 13h30 : Lunch

13h30 – 17h00 : Workshops about micro-plastics of our environment

Free evening

Thursday 9th November :

9h15 – 09h30: Coffee welcoming and presentation of the day

For adults :

- 09h30 - 12h30 : Cultural harbor excursion followed by a panel discussion on the 
concerns, hazards and solutions for sustainable tourism in Villefranche-sur-Mer
- 12h30 - 13h30 : Lunch

For the youth :

- 09h30 - 11h30 : Playful workshop on the current topic
- 11h30 - 12h00 : Lunch
- 12h15 - 13h30 : Cultural harbour excursion 
13h30 - 14h00 : Stands preparation

14h00 - 16h00 : Presentation of the past year’s paramount delegation activities

16h00 - 16h30 : Break

16h30 - 17h30: Output / evaluation of the Network, the Mediterranean Youth 
Conference, prospects of 2018, discussions and future projects. Election of 
candidates for the future deployment of a management board

19h00 : Evening festivities on the theme of Montenegro situated under the citadel 
pavilion in Villefranche-sur-Mer

Event program of 2017



Members of the Euro-Mediterranean Network

- Faculté des Sciences Biologiques 
- Association des Jeunes 
Découvertes de la Nature 
- Association Ecologique de 
Boumerdès 
- Association des Stars de la 
Jeunesse 
- Green Impact
- Dzeriet magazine
- Bariq 21

- Medical Shool of Dubronik 
- Blue World Institut
- Secondary School of Metkovic

- Col.Legi Badalonès 
- Escola Del Mar
- Conseil municipal de 
Badalones

- Centre de Découverte du 
Monde Marin 
- Umarinu
- Bokra Sawa

- Centre de Recherche et de 
Développement Pédagogique
- CNRS
- MerTerre Liban 
- SPNL 
- Réserves Naturelles 
- ONG Baher Loubnan
- SEPT

- Instituto Einaudi 
- Legambiente Liguria
- Instituto Vittorio Emanuele II
- Area Marina Protetta de Punta 
Campanella

- 3eme Directorat de 
l’Education Nationale en 
Grece 
- 4eme Direction 
de l’éducation à 
l’environnement du 
Ministère grec
- MEDASSET
- Centre Européen de 
Recherche et de Formation 
à l’Environnement de 
l’université Pantéon
- Oiko-Logiki
- Club écologie du 3eme 
Lycee d’Aigaleo
- Ministère de l’Education à 
l’Environnement

- Dana and Qadisiyah 
Community Cooperative
- EcoPeace organization

- Association des Sports 
Subaquatiques et de 
l’Environnement de Bizerte
- Association jeunes sciences 
Kerkennah 
- WWF Tunis
- Municipalité de Mahdia
- Cap bizerte 
- APAL 
- GTZ
- Association for Development and 
Alternative Medias
- Université de Tunis
- Association Pinna

- ECOPEACE/FOEME

- Ecoocean Marine Research 
and Education

- Association Gestion Intégrée 
des Ressources
- Groupe Scolaire Claude 
Monet
- Association des Enseignants 
des Sciences de la Vie et de la 
Terre
- Association Marocaine des 
Petits Débrouillards
- Citoyennetés 
Méditerranéennes

- Association for 
Protection of Aquatic 
Wildlife of Albania

- Anymal Responsibility 
Cyprius
- Environmental Center 
of Episkopi

- Oyoun Masr Association for 
Cultural&Social Development
- Maat for Peace, Development and 
Human Rights

- Doga Dernegi
- Lycée privé Saint-Joseph

- Center for 
Protection and 
Research of Birds

- Association 
of Ecological 
Movements of 
Slovenia
- Morigenos - 
Slovenian Marine 
Mammal Society

- Regional 
Environmental Center 

- Development 
Organization to 
Support Youth and 
Women

- Regional 
Environmental 
Center

- National Society 
for Democracy 
and Law (NSDL)
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Press release

The Euro-Mediterranean Network will be holding its 18th annual convention 

in the citadel of Villefranche-sur-Mer on November 7th to 9th 2017. This 

convention is imperative to assure the protection of our beloved Mediterranean 

Sea. President Richard Chemla, the members of the administration board and 

the team of le Centre de Découverte du Monde Marin are happy to, under the 

honorary presidency of the Euromed City Network, welcome you to this event 

in the Villefranche-sur-Mer citadel. The country of honor of this year’s convent is 

Montenegro.

During three days of debate and consideration, individuals and parties 

indispensable to the protection and awareness of the Mediterranean marine and 

coastal environments will get together and examine one of the topics declared 

by UN this year, namely sustainable tourism. Operations that are proven effective 

will be presented to all parties in order to find universal, concrete and sustainable 

solutions to this issue. This exchange of best practices will allow the delegates to 

envision solutions to issues in their respective intervention areas.

The Centre de Découverte du Monde Marin is a non-profit organisation of 

environmental and sustainable development education. The organization 

is holder and moderator of the Euro-Mediterranean Network. The event’s 

highlights are found in the youth’s propositions regarding the topic discussed, 

in expert seminars, in a showcase exhibition as well as in presentational stands 

and round table discussions.

Every year, the Mediterranean Youth Conference unites representatives from 

21 different countries around the Mediterranean Sea in order to develop 

and sustain the REM, which is a network of active field operators sharing a 

common goal; to share and exchange methods and practices, create 

tools, and realize awareness campaigns all around 

the Mediterranean Sea

- Regional 
Environmental Center 



Participants and speakers invited to the 18th conference:

- Mrs. Agnès RAMPAL, delegate of the Euro-Mediterranean, of CUM de Nice and of les Rapatriés, Vice Mayor 
of Nice, President of the Euro-Mediterranean Commission in the PACA region, Vice President of the Euromed 
Cities Network. Mrs. Rampal is also present as representative of Mr. Renaud MUSELIER, President of the 
Regional Council of Provence-Côte d’azur, as well as for Mr. Christian ESTROSI, Mayor of Nice.

- Mrs. Laurence IMBERT, from the Directorate of Environmental Water and Air Quality and la Maison de 
l’Environnement in Nice. Mrs. Imbert is also present as representative of Mr. Arnaud BONNIN from la ville de 
Nice and la métropole Nice Côte d’Azur.

- Mr. Xavier BECK, Mayor of Cap d’Ail and he is also present as representative of Mr. Charles-Anges GINESY, 
President of le Département des Alpes-Maritimes.

- Mr. Jean-François DIETERICH, Mayor of Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat.

- Mr. Yvon MILON, Vice Mayor of Saint-Jean-Cap-Ferrat.

- Mr. André BEZZINA, Vice Mayor of Villefranche-sur-Me and he is also present as representative of Mr. 
Christophe TROJANI.

- Mr. Olivier JACQZ, Head of Missions at the Euromed Cities Network.

- Mr. Jean-Pierre FOUCHY, Head of Communications at la Banque Populaire Méditerranée.

- Mr. Alain GIRAUD, Director of la Base de l’Aigle 
Nautique in Nice.

Mr. Karmenu VELLA at the Direcorate-General for 
Maritime Affairs and Fisheries at the European 
Commission has, through a video message, declared 
his support for activities such as our Convention in 
order to engage our children and young adults.

Several experts have been given the opportunity to 
present their work, projects and measures that are in 
line with this year’s theme:

- Mrs. Raffaela CATTANEO, in charge of le service Environnement, and Mrs. Sandra OTTAVIANI at la direction 
du Tourisme of Villefranche-sur-Mer gave a presentation on the environmental and tourism aspects of 
Villefranche-sur-Mer bay area

- Mrs. Camille MONTIGLIO, public relations officer at ACCOBAMS, presented the Pelagos Sanctuary and the 
species residing there as well as voluntary best practices for professionals of whale- and dolphin watching in 
the Mediterranean Sea

- Mr. Pierre-Charles MARIA, President of the non-profit organization AIR PACA, presented the evolution 
of maritime passenger transport, specifically regarding increased emissions of air pollutants. He used the 
example of Marseille harbor to illustrate their air pollution measurements as well as the use of air quality 
surveillance in order to combat said pollution

- Mr. Yoann BILLON from le service Prévention des déchets at la Métropole Nice Côte d’Azur presented the 
Urban Waste project that, through interaction and exchange between 11 pilot urban areas, aims to put 
together management strategies for increased and developed recycling, and decreased waste production.

Guests and speakers of the 18th Meetings
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15 years already !
For 15 years, the Centre de Découverte du Monde Marin organizes the « Assises Jeunes et Méditerranée » 
(AJM). Every year, many young participate to these meeting and exchange days upon a federative theme with 
many delegations of the Mediterranean region.

1st, 2nd and  3rd edition - from 2000 to 2002
Initiation of the contacts
These three first Meetings permitted to initialize contacts between the foreign delegations of the 
Mediterranean region and their counterparts from Nice. This was the occasion to have real exchanges upon 
the notions of environment education developed in each of the present Mediterranean countries.

4th edition – 2003
Enlargement of the contacts
The fourth Meeting took an other dimension with the organisation of a science seminar on the theme of the 
year : « Human activities on the sea, fishing ». A year above all marked by the participation of the Nicolas 
Hulot Fundation for the Nature and the Human with the presence of its ambassadorial sailing ship the « Fleur 
de Lampaul » and the collaboration always more active from our institutional partners.

5th edition - 2004
Birth of the Euro-Mediterranean Network
This Meeting was organized on the theme « The sea and the men, unity within diversity of the Mediterranean 
cultures ». During this meeting, the exchanges were stronger and more sustained. The beginning of the Euro-
Mediterranean Network starts seriously to take shape. It will officially be activated in 2005, even if it already 
runs with the delegations of the member countries since the first Meeting.

6th edition - 2005
Turned toward common actions of awareness on water quality, on the theme « Mediterranean sea, mother 
sea », this Meeting was the occasion to study the potentials to develop projects and exchanges within the 
Network through European programs. A great will to lead common actions of awareness upon water quality 
of our coasts emerged of that Meeting.

7th edition - 2006
Signing of the charter
This edition reunited structures more involved than ever in the establishment of a real network of exchanges 
of skills and experiences. These meetings were realized by the signing of the Convention of Young and 
Mediterranean Meetings. During this Meeting, every delegation elaborated actions of awareness of big size 
for the Ocean World Day, great international feast celebrated upon the five continents every year around the 
8th of June.

8th edition - 2007
Creation of a coordination Committee
This Meeting gave to the network the occasion to structure itself with the establishment of a coordination 
committee composed of the representatives from the south and from the north of the Mediterranean sea 
: Algeria, Italy, Spain, Greece and France. This committee will have in charge to discuss about the future 
directions of the actions of the network. During this Meeting 2007, every member of that committee 
presented its actions for the Mediterranean sea. These actions have been realized for the Ocean World Day 
2007.

9th edition – 2008
2008 was marked by the start of the Euro-Mediterranean Network and the tight cooperation with Italy. Many 
workshops of reflection with Mediterranean delegations were organized. The purpose of this 9th meeting 
was to establish common educational actions for environment, especially for the Ocean World Day (every 
year in June), to create a common board game (already initiated by Italy), and to create a sideshow/DVD to 
give value to the actions of every structure.

Evolution of the meetings



10th edition – 2009
A prestigious edition, with all the countries of the Mediterranean region,  about environment, culture and 
peace in Mediterranean. The work of the Greek delegation, honoured for the 10th birthday of the network, 
shows to everyone the culture and the problems met in that country. The importance of the involvement of 
the young in the network has been highlighted by the presence of a school class from Greece thanks to the 
support of a European program. During this meeting, the problematic of the integrated management of the 
coastal zone was highlighted especially during a workshop proposed by Algeria, and naturally impose itself 
as the theme of the next meeting. The game of the Mediterranean sea as a common tool of awareness for all 
the delegations follows its path.

11th edition - 2010
This edition was marked by the participation of many new countries as Palestine, Jordan, Israel, Albania and 
Lebanon. Novelty of the 2010 edition : the presentation of the actions of the countries from the Mediterranean 
region done during the International Mediterranean Day. The Meeting welcomed experts of the sustainable 
development who animated the debates : Pr. Raoul Caruba and Isabelle Poitou.

12th edition – 2011
On the theme « the management of the pollutions in Mediterranean sea », this meeting permitted to develop 
a common protocol concerning the surveillance of the macro-wastes thanks to the expertise of « MerTerre 
France » which become sprincipal delegate of the Commission « wastes » of the Euro-Mediterranean 
Network. Welcome too to the association « MerTerre Liban » developed during the 2010 meeting.

13th edition - 2012
This edition put in light the theme « Ecotourism, sustainable tourism : Issues for the Mediterranean littoral 
for tomorrow » with as the honoured country : Lebanon. This event permitted the members of the Euro-
Mediterranean Network to discuss of the issues of the region, to exchange upon their practices and their 
operations. In conclusion of that 13th edition, the members decided to increase their efforts concerning 
European funding, to make the Euro-Mediterranean Network website evolve to a tank of Mediterranean 
projects, in order to identify every members wishing to collaborate on this or that thematic. This document 
will permit to know the specifications of each delegation, and to know the priority problematic for each 
country.

14th edition - 2013
While the Mediterranean region crosses a difficult period economically, politically and socially talking, the 
members of the Network still met to work on the theme of climate change. This edition was marked by a 
new type of presentation for the projects. The members could have exchanged more and more, share, make 
emerge new projects and talk about new thematics as the impact of our everyday lives on the environment

In 2014, 2015 et 2016, the honorary countries of the Convention were Croatia, Morocco and Slovenia, 
respectively. Several commissions, such as for environmental health, waste and projects, have been put in 
place during these years. Several countries are represented every year, on average 15 from the Mediterranean 
Sea. Workshops have been added to the program in order to facilitate participant exchange and sharing 
of knowledge and best practices. Delegate activities on selected projects that correspond to the annual 
Convention theme are presented during the Mediterranean Games. Other activities are presented at other 
occasions during the Convention.

Evolution of the meetings
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Ladies and gentlemen,

Youth of the Mediterranean, from the bottom of our Mediterranean hearts, we welcome you all. Thank you 
for being here and carrying on this rare and astonishing venture that has persisted for 18 years. Thanks to 
you this event is one of the Mediterranean’s oldest. Thank you for doing this journey, that I know hasn’t been 
easy for all of you. Thank you for doing it with passion and above all, with compassion.

During two days, we will be working on the topics of tourism in the Mediterranean Sea and ecotourism, which 
are fundamental topics for the life and survival of our lands as well as indicators of their state and health. 
These topics have lately been put aside due to weakened security and stability in the region. Nevertheless, 
our alliance depends on the transnational development of them. They constitute a major and indispensable 
piece of the giant puzzle that is the Mediterranean partnerships and their stability. Transnational relations 
and sharing of knowledge brings about stability and peace through higher living standards.

We have seen how important these days are to learn about the Network and about your organizations, as 
well as to increase awareness and improve public relations regarding their operations.

These days will be useful for us during the entire year to come. The 19th convention will take place in 2018 and 
the 20th in 2019. With the presence of all delegations from every Mediterranean country and the realization 
of major shared events, the 20th convention must be the height of our efforts… We will talk about it during 
work meetings.

Thank you to the representatives of formal organizations. I invite you to start these days off with the welcome 
speech of the vice-mayor of Villefranche-sur-Mer, Mr. André Bezzina.

What will the Mediterranean be like in 2025? Will the North-South breaking be bigger, with some internal 
breaking to countries? We can already see the North not really stable at the moment, particularly in Spain. 
- A vast urban growth 20 million inhabitants in the coast for 2015; 
- A difficult water access; 
- An elongation of peri-urban displacement in the North (increase of carbon monoxide, nitrogen monoxide, 
greenhouse gases 7% in 2000, 9% in 2025); 
- Tourism development with a supplement of 273 million tourists over 25 years and 137 million in coastal 
areas; 
- An increase of domestic tourism involving the risk of identity lost, precarious employments, and 
infrastructures oversized;
- An increase of 150% of maritime traffic including 30% for international traffic and rail-road-air freight;
- An increase of aerial traffic of 90% in 25 years; 
- Coast attacked from everywhere; 
- An increase of energetic demand, sometimes controlled; 
- Development mode unsustainable for a long time. 

What should we do? How to do? How can we lead tourism for it begins on 
of the virtuous motors of our Mediterranean? 

Future is never written before, in an irreversible way.  We should not 
underestimate the ability of society to adapt to the new challenge, and to 
correct or anticipate the issues to serve our interest.  
Sincerely, 

Richard Chemla
REM Initiator.

18th Young and Mediterranean Meetings
Speech of CDMM President



Secondary school of Metkovic - Croatia
Neretva Valley is one of the last wet areas with the best conservation in Europe. Several 

activities are practiced by the public: kite-surf, marathon, biking or again safari photo 
into the delta. In order to preserve diverse bird species, ringing and monitoring periods 
are organised. The ornithological museum of Metkovic allows discovering different 
species of the area. 
This delegation implements several actions with students: recycled materials exhibition, 
Bluebag facebook page, a cleaning coast operation and other to discover.

Center for Protection and Research of Birds of Montenegro - Montenegro
Skadar Lake, with an area of 40,000 hectares, is one of the boundary areas sheltering 
281 bird species including pelicans. Since 1983 it became a national park, but this area 
remains difficult to protect due to historical conflicts, particularly because of illegal traffics. 
Thanks to pelicans, this lake has a touristic interest needing a conservation activity, and 
with the regional efforts, the situation improves. Several projects are ingoing, particularly 
the implementation of nesting platform and a monitoring with video powered by solar 
panels.

Lycée privé Saint-Joseph - Turkey
Frenchship is a partnership project between 4 scholar establishments at Istanbul, in 
Greece, in Egypt and at Lorient. The Objective is to favour scholar meetings on selling 
ship with French as common language, and to propose to the young sportive activities 
and territory discovery.

Association Nationale Sciences Jeunes découverte de la Nature - Algeria
This delegation makes aware her public to ecotourism with the objective to share this 
concept thanks to internet and two tourisms journey examples offer: 1/ a test garden 
at Alger to preserve natural environment combined with a botanic garden with an 
important floral diversity and a richness for the zoo fauna in order to conserve an 
educational dimension of the zoo fauna and the ticket gain to allow to sustain this 
journey and 2/ the tour of the Cité Ghardaïa in the South of Algeria combined with an 
educational component retracing the history and the organisation of inhabitants of 
the city ending by the buying of traditional object and valorisation of guide services to 
ensure a sustainable employment.

Association de Gestion Intégrée des Ressources - Morocco
This delegation presents the contribution of Osprey friend Club to the improving 
of the sustainable managing of resources of Marine Protected Area in the National 
Park of Al-Hoceima. The Osprey friend Club was created bringing together numerous 
youth with the aim to increase the amount of nester couples of ospreys before 2025. 
Osprey, become the city symbol and factor of development, is yet victim of threats 
such as illegal trawling threatening its resources, dynamite fishing, copper sulphate, 
ned disturbance. Actions to reach this goal and decrease threats are: to create a 
lobby near to fishing parents, to create a following multiparty comity between 
competent authorities members, gendarmerie, DPM, Waters and Forests and craft 
fisherman representatives, the AGIR, Osprey friend Club caretaking presided by 
Al-Hoceima Governor, to form and to imply craft fishermen, to create incomes 
generating activity based on ecological tourism (fishing tourism, whale-watching, 
underwater tourism, rustic bed and breakfasts creation). In 2016, it was observed 
that the amount of osprey couples doubled (from 8 to 16 couples). In the same 
time, young deduce the comeback of marine resources with a 30%-increase of 
the fishing capture number leading to a net improvement of the fishermen living 
quality.

Delegations presentations and posters
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Delegations presentations and posters

Département de l’Education pour l’Environnement de Badalones - Spain
Barcelona urban agglomeration has 47 parks. The city started management project for its parks under an 
eco-tourism angle. Different activities are proposed to public: family, school to sensitise to nature values in a 
sustainable way, energetic saves and be able to integrate nature in the Heart of the city. During the economic 
crisis in 2008, many families were blocked into the city because they did not have the economical budget to 
go, and they turned to activities offered by parks. This period has contributed to the success of this action. 
The Can Soleil i de Can l’Amus park proposes activities to discover: insect hotel, a game space for the little 
ones in relation to nature, activities with birds (ringing), nocturnal activities, (butterfly observation during 
the night), photographic testing (image screening of tall the species available at this moment in the park), 
activities in relation to the history of the city, a scientific garden (cereal crop in the Roman way). For school 
and high school, biodiversity is emphasised particularly on the butterfly garden, scientific garden (medical 
and culinary plants as well as the ones used for the fabric and dye) and thanks to a meteorological and a 
climate change workshop. These activities are proposed one or twice a year. They meet a huge success now 
needing to develop another strategy to be able to answer public demand.

Aire Marine Protégée de Punta Campanella - Italy
As part of the MARE project, this structure work on an intercultural exchange in the South of Naples in a park 
open since about twenty years representing 40km of linear coast. Voluntary people are integrated thanks to 
environmental discovery outing such as pedestrian walk, snorkelling and others sports. They are also initiated 
to marine biology by the microscopic observation of some organisms. Learning Italian language is proposed 
through the Erasmus + program as well as gastronomic culture (pasta and pizza tasting). Public activities 
proposed by this park are really large: kayak, remarkable site visits (caves), boat outgoing, fisherman meeting 
and explanations about fishing. Another part is devoted to park monitoring and boater staff awareness about 
mooring areas proposed and posidonia respect. Park works for the sea turtles preservation welcoming the 
injured ones to treat and relax them into their habitats. 8 volunteers work for 9 months into the park. MARE 
project is at its 5th year (since 2013) with 31 volunteers participating.

Development Organisation to Support Women and Youth - Libya
This delegation remember us the importance to sensitive public on maintaining clean beaches and particularly 
at the safety for all. Despite of the difficult climate in Libya, young students from 8 to 14 years are framed 
from Marsh to the beginning of summer by organisms such as scouts and environmental guide, Red Cross 
and local structures.

Cap Bizerte - Tunisia
This delegation presented a project about green jobs serving eco-tourism at the destination of younth 
joblessness from disadvantaged background from Bizerte coast (Ghar Melh, Rafrat, Sidi, Mechreg). The 
aims of this project are to train to different jobs: fishing guide, archaeologist scuba diver with ecological 
component and fish farming scuba diver. Partners are associated to the different training programs: the 
Fédération tunisienne des pêches sportives, the National Institute of Heritage and the Centre Technical Fish 
farming. This project takes into account the opportunity which represents sustainable tourism, concept yet 
virgin in Tunisia in association with a diversification of activities proposed to tourists. Profits tackling by this 
project are to fight against unemployment and poverty, while including environmental preservation and 
sustainable development in these areas by generating revenues.

Association Marocaine des Petits Débrouillards - Morocco
Purposes of this association are to initiate to the scientific, technologic and environmental culture in the 
youth, with scholar public, general public, recreation centre, etc. Volunteers intervene to maintain clean 
beaches, which represents 3500 km on the Mediterranean coast and well more for the Atlantic one, favour 
the discovery of biodiversity thanks to an exposition “Good knowledge of our coastline”. Since 2016, a law 
has been applied in Morocco about the coastline protection particularly to act against stolen sand, robbed 
for construction. Like in France, urbanism is controlled with an interdiction to build along 
the coastline. This law asks again some improvements in term of application because it 
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is not often respected. The association participated to the COP 22, where it animated 
workshops, lecture and participated to debate. A project is in place to organise a trip by 
caravan through Morocco in order to meet refugees and learn how to live together

Citoyennetés méditerranéennes - Morocco/Spain
This new association is based in France. It works with Maghreb countries on thematic of 
population migration, often based on ecological consequences of climate change. This 
association was present at the COP 21.

Association Maat for Peace, Development and Human Rights - Egypt
CThis association joined the Euro Mediterranean Network this year. Rem is pleased 
to welcome this new member. As part of a project founded by Europe this delegation 
implements volunteer activities to promote the Human Rights in public areas and schools. 
Communicative tools has been created such as poster in Arabic and translated in English, 
others in braille to facilitate the reading for blinded people. It also goes in medical 
environment to the application of good working condition and the respect of patients. 
It works with others ONG for technical support and goes to European Commission to 
develop these lines of sustainable development at a social level. 
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Association Morigenos - Slovenian Marine Mammal Society - Slovenia
This delegation has implemented a project for the dolphin protection and particularly a species living in 
the Trieste Golf, the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus). From 2002 to 2017, a campaign of count and 
sensitisation using pedagogical tools and outgoing in the sea and on land allows to realise a monitoring of 
dolphins and to identify them. Between 70 and 150 dolphins are present throughout the year in this area. 
At the occasion of public events, intervention in school, summer camp and conferences, public could learn 
to recognise sounds from these animals and observe their adopted behaviour during hunting and games. 
When the id is hard in situ, fin photography will allow completing the monitoring and the improvement of 
observatory technics.  Analyses of the animals finding dead are also carry out to supply the data base. 

Association Pinna pour le Développement et la Promotion de l’Ecotourisme (APDPE) - Tunisia
Despite its missing this delegation wants to share with us an interesting project for the implementation of 
a submarine path. ECOMEL is financed by the UICN as part of the PPI-OSCAN program for the promotion of 
eco-tourism in North Africa and particularly at Melloula where some posters were created to go with visitor 
on the first submarine path in Tunisia. 12 persons have been trained to the managing of the path and for its 
animation. A partnership between Pinna association and touristic local actors was signed for the managing 
of the submarine path and the development of touristic offers (guest house, scuba diving club, yoga lessons, 
restauration points, boat journey). In parallel, sensitisation and cleaning campaigns has been organised with 
young and families.

Association BARIQ 21 - Algeria
This association just joins the Euro Mediterranean Network, and was able to present its protection 
assignments of Human and nature with a sight of solidarity to transmit to the next generations. This structure 
develops projects on promotion of renewable energy, sustainable development and sensitisation of public to 
environment and ecology. 
It has as purpose for the period from 2010 to 2020 to realise the number of “111” for 100 campaign of 
sensitisation, install 10 solar water heaters and to sensitise populations to use solar kits and to lead 1 project 
with positive energy (solar installation or organic tomatoes without carbon production). 
It also mixes sport, culture, sustainable tourism and citizenship to its actions proposing kitchen workshop, 
tasting (for example a traditional meal with dry organic tomatoes), but also photo exhibition about the 
different phases of their projects, painting workshops for children and a testing for more than 2000 people 
of a recipe based on tomatoes, olive and red cheese

Delegations presentations and posters



Vote for management Council of the REM

During the Young and Mediterranean Meetings in 2016, members of the Euro Mediterranean Network 
proposed to create a management consultancy allowing to its members to develop more actions in its name, to 
help in the next Mediterranean Youth Consultancy programming, to contribute the international promoting 
etc. Articles governing this consultancy have been redacted.

First article : A management council is created to manage the Euro-Mediterranean Network. Its role is to 
organize the functionning of the Network, of the meetings, more particularly the Young and Mediterranean 
Meetings and the common actions engaged by the Network.

2nd article : This Council is composed by 6 members elected for 3 years by the Network members who are 
present to the meetings. The responsible of the CDMM as the organiser and the permanent head office of the 
Network and Cap Bizerte as Facebook page administrator are the officio members.

3rd article : The Council has to meet one a year, on a different date than the Young and Mediterranean 
Meetings. For the meeting location, it will take place in a Network member country. The Council rules on the 
organization of the Network meetings for the next year and of the different actions.

4th article : It has the possibility to beg and to represent the Network in all official situations and for all the 
help requests, funds requests and sustaining.

5th article : The elected members must engaged to be present or to be represented in the meetings of this 
Council. 2 consecutive absences allows to replace.

This consultancy is approved by the whole present members to the 17th Young and Mediterranean Meetings. 

A vote was realised by the present members to the last Young and Mediterranean Meetings in 2017 by delivery 
of a vote paper for each represented structure. Each vote paper contained the name and the structure of 
represented people and their application to join the managing consultancy. 

In order to allow the vote of non-present members applications were sent by email. 

To date, results of the vote are still unknown due to the sending delay and the application receipt, they will 
announced shortly, probably to the next Young and Mediterranean Meetings from the 2nd to the 4th of 
October 2018. 
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Workshops

This moment dedicated to workshops is a highlight of the program. It allows to gather, 
to develop strong links, to concretise project, to develop tools, to discuss about field 
problematics that the members had to face, etc. 

2 workshops were proposed this year about the Health and Environment:

-First one to sensitise to the microbeads presence into cosmetics, which are not retains by 
the wastewater treatment plant and to learn how to recognise daily product with them.

-Second one to learn to avoid those microbeads during shopping and to choose product 
without them.



Cultural workshop

This moment dedicated to workshops is a highlight of the program. It allows to gather, 
to develop strong links, to concretise project, to develop tools, to discuss about field 
problematics that the members had to face, etc.

4 cultural tools allowed discovering Villefranche Bay richness, city welcoming the Young 
and Mediterranean Meetings, and we are really thankful for its help and its support in 
the organisation of this really important event.  

The Tourist Office, represented by Mrs Ottaviani and the environmental service by 
Mrs Cattaneo presented the Bay history, its geological, geographical, bathymetric 
characteristics, marine species meets and tourism aspect. The purpose was to fly over 
the tourism offer proposed to tourists (cruises, buses, hotels, catering…) to understand 
issues for a sustainable tourism despite of the massive tourism flow and to limit some 
pollution types (noise, atmospheric, visual, waste rejection). For example to limit 
abandon of cruise tickets outside of bins, “expressive panels” are implement to allow to 
tourists to stick the ticket favouring the ornament of the city. 

A trip aboard the Santo Sospir boat allowed completing this presentation of the Bay with 
a sea observation to tackle the point mentioned above. 

Then, an interactive quiz was lead on the ecotourism theme to awake curiosity, to fix 
mass tourism problematics and to raise debate to implement sustainable tourism.  
Questions were also about responsible behaviours, label to favour to use cosmetics. 

For the youngest, the game “Mediterranean puzzle” where through the goose game 
with a tray and a wheel, young had to cross the Mediterranean thanks to the good 
answers. Questions was about Mediterranean culture, mimic on responsible behaviour, 
geographical, political, money, gastronomical and others questions. 
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Closing evening

The closing evening took place under the Citadel of Villefranche – Sur – Mer marquee 
with a warm ambience where everyone could have a great moment. Place under 
the Montenegro theme, members of the Center for Protection and Research of Birds 
delegation offered a dinner cocktail to participants with speciality from their country.

This party allowed to participants to exchange, to know each other in another way 
than the conference cycle and workshops proposed during the day. They were able to 
meet Young and Mediterranean Meetings partners, without whom this event cannot 
take place. Numerous of participants created contact with others to establish project 
together for the Mediterranean protection. 

An entertainment was offered by the student in theatre from Nice Conservatory to 
propose some improvisation duels in team. The aim was to make the jury, composed 
by the whole participants, guess situations. English translation of some French attitudes 
enjoyed the English members.



News in the Network horizon 2018

Tracks for 2018: 

Pedagogic tools adapted to Mediterranean – “Blue Learning Program”
During the 2015 Young and Mediterranean Meetings, Kliment MINDJOV from Regional 
Environmental Center (REC) in Hungary could present the Green Pack tool to REM 
members in the aim to consider creating pedagogic tool adapted to the Mediterranean 
to approach environment, heritage, job, culture and social thematic. This year, a file was 
deposed to obtain an Erasmus + funding under the strategical partnership to exchange 
on good practices in the education field. This project gathers several partners such as 
Open Education Centre Foundation in Bulgaria, REC as technical partner, CDMM, Lerins 
Islands CPIE and Venice University which is the project leader. In the case of a positive 
answer regarding the funding, launching events will be organised and the Network 
members will be invited to give their opinions.

Young and Mediterranean Meetings 2018 :
The next Young and Mediterranean Meetings 2018 will take place at Nice from the 2nd 
to the 4th of October 2018 under the “Health and Environment in the Mediterranean” 
theme.

Communication - 2018 :
To communicate within the Euro Mediterranean Network, a newsletter is put to the 
disposition of members to transmit information about the environment in Mediterranean 
and the actions in its periphery. 
A short video demand will get to you. REM would like to create a document, under the 
shape of several videos where structure represents and their young will send a small 
plane containing a message with good practices, responsible behaviour or ecological 
ideal to reach.

Members demands :
Some members look for collaboration to lead their projects :

1. Under the Enric CAHNER solicitation from the Département d’Education pour 
l’Environnement (Badalones), CDMM ask to members who will be interested to work 
on the public sensitisation in urban area to have feedbacks and to create an available 
collection.

2. Laurent CHAPDELAINE from Lycée Saint-Joseph (Turkey) solicits interested 
members to lead communal actions, with a message and a communication identic. 
An action is thinking for the Ocean Day, the 8th of June 2018.

3. For projects with children, particularly as part of recreational centre, CDMM 
would create a link with others structures welcoming children to exchange between 
animators and directors good practices and consider sharing actions.

4. CDMM asked for collaboration with a high school class.

If you wish to publish a partnership looking, to communicate with other members, 
to have information, you can write to cdmm@resomed.org
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Provisional program of 2018 Meetings in Nice

Tuesday 02nd October 2018 :

17h00 : Welcoming of the delegations;

17h30 : Ice breaking - Signature of the charter of the Network for the new members;

18h30 : Welcoming cocktail.

Wednesday 03rd October 2018 : at the Centre Universitaire 
Méditerranéen of Nice

9h30 : Official opening ceremony of the 19th Young and Mediterranean Meetings «Health 
and Environment in the Mediterranean»;

10h30 : Official pictures;

11h00 - 12h00 : Professor Patrick Fenichel presentation about endocrine distruptor;

13h00 : Lunch;

13h30 – 17h00 : Workshops on the annual theme;

Free evening.

Thursday 04th October 2018 :

9h00 : Welcoming of the participants and presentation of the day;

09h15 : Delegations presentations on the thematic;

12h00 : Lunch;

13h30-15h30 : Cultural workshop and following of the presentations;

15h30 - 16h30 : Restitution, assessment / Evaluation of the Network and the Young 
and Mediterranean Meetings by the participants, perspectives 2019;

19h00 : Closing evening, official speeches in the Centre Universitaire Méditerranéen 
of Nice.



Thanks to partners
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Press coverage
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http://www.webtimemedias.com/article/assises-jeunes-et-mediterranee-villefranche-sur-mer-20171103-61139 

03/11/17 
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Press coverage



Charte du REM - Français
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Charte du REM - Anglais



Contacts : 

Céline BROSSARD
CDMM Director

celine.brossard@cdmm.fr

Cyrine AYEB
Communication Officer
cyrine.ayeb@cdmm.fr

 
Centre de Découverte du Monde Marin 

Base de l’Aigle Nautique 
50 Bd Franck Pilatte 

06300 Nice 
Tel : +33(0)4.93.55.33.33 

www.cdmm.fr 

Marine CLOZZA
Euro-Mediterranean Network Coordinator
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